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In this paper, we propose a new metric which measures the distance between two finite sets of tracks (a track is a path of either a real or estimated target). This metric is based on the same principle as the Optimal Subpattern Assignment (OSPA) metric devised by Schuhmacher et al. Importantly however, the new metric measures the distance between two finite sets of tracks whereas the OSPA metric measures the distance between two finite sets of target states. By also considering the properties of false tracks, missed tracks and many tracks assigned to one track situations caused by missed detections and false alarms, the minimization of all distances between tracks across two finite sets of tracks employed by the new OSPAMT metric enables performance evaluation of multi-target tracking (MTT) algorithms in a more comprehensive and accurate manner than existing metrics such as the OSPA metric and the enhanced OSPAT metric introduced by Ristic et al which measures the distance between two finite sets of labeled target states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the multi-target tracking problem, sequences of target states are estimated from sequences of noisy measurements and false measurements.Any track (i.e sequence of target states or loosely path of a target) may start and/or end during the scan time. As discussed in [1] , for performance evaluation of MTT algorithms, [2] - [4] , [5, Ch.13] , and [6] defined suitable distance measures for their particular MTT algorithm. Computations of these distance measures can be difficult since they involves many aspects of the problem (e.g track initiation delay, velocity error, track label swaps, etc) and importantly it is often unclear which distance measure is most suitable for any particular MTT situation. There exist mathematically rigorous metrics for measuring the distance between two finite sets. The Hausdorff metric measures the largest distance between two finite sets by finding the maximum of all distances from a point in one set to the closest point in another set. However, in [7] it is shown that the Hausdorff distance is not suitable for measuring the performance of MTT algorithms because it is insensitive to the difference between the number of elements in the two finite sets and a new metric is proposed, namely the W p distance which overcomes this limitation. As discovered in [8] , the W p distance only partly fixes the undesirable cardinality error behavior of the Hausdorff metric Tuyet because it is not defined if one of the two finite sets is empty and is inconsistent if the two finite sets have different numbers of elements. To overcome the shortcomings of the W p distance, Schuhmacher et al [8] proposed a new metric called the optimal subpattern assignment (OSPA) metric which is based on a metric between the distributions of point process [9] . It incorporates the spatial distance and the cardinality distance via a cut-off parameter c. This cut-off parameter is added to deal with any mismatch between the number of elements in the two finite sets (one set represents truth target and the other represent estimated target from an MTT algorithm). However in the MTT problem, a finite set do not represent a finite collection of states (generally not collection of finite vectors) instead it represents a finite collection of sequences of target states. This is because it includes more than one trajectories of targets where each trajectory of target is called track. Furthermore, in MTT problem the number of targets is unknown therefore a set of tracks is used to represent the randomness in number and in length of a track. Thus measuring the distance between the finite set of truth tracks and a finite set of estimated tracks from an MTT algorithm is important to find the reliable MTT algorithm. To find the short distance between these sets is not straight forward because the number of these two sets can be different, and the length of the match tracks across two track if applicable can be different. Furthermore, due to the essence of MTT problem, there is miss detection and imperfect sensor and hence several estimated tracks from an MTT algorithm can represent a truth track, etc. Thus, the OSPA metric does not fully resolve the problem.
To address the MTT problem, Ristic et al [1] further extended the OSPA metric by adding the error between target labels (or target indices) to the spatial distance. The extended metric is called the OSPAT metric (OSPA metric for track) between two finite set of tracks (one set represents a collection of truth tracks and the other represent a collection of estimated tracks from an MTT algorithm). This is an important advance, however it still does not fully address the MTT problem because it does not measure the distance between two finite sets of tracks (a track is a sequence of target states) instead it measures the distance between two finite sets of labeled states at each point in time. A labeled state is a vector whose components are the state of the target and target label. In order to add the labels to the states of the tracks, the "optimal assignment" between tracks across these two sets of tracks is defined and called an OSPAT assignment. While this work has gone a long way towards dealing with the MTT problem, there remain some important issues to be addressed. Firstly, in order to compute the OSPAT metric between two finite sets of tracks, the tracks in a set must arXiv:1808.02242v1 [eess.SP] 7 Aug 2018 be labeled or existing labels need to renamed in such a way that the sum of all spatial distances between pairs of tracks is minimized. If tracks across two sets are paired according the OSPAT assignment, they are labeled/relabeled the same. Otherwise they are labeled/relabeled differently. All labels in each set of tracks are distinguishable. A labeled track is used to indicate the track whose states are augmented with a label. This step is questionable since the metric which is the sum of the spatial distance and the labeling errors will violate the triangle inequality. Furthermore, labels, which are arbitrary variables and are used to name targets in order to distinguish different targets, are added to the target states and hence they should play no role in the distance between two finite sets of tracks. As a result, the OSPAT metric does not always reliably evaluate the performance of an MTT algorithm. Secondly, the definition of the OSPAT assignment, which is "optimal assignment" of pairs of tracks in these two sets, is still vague and does not always achieve the optimal assignment between two finite sets of tracks. The optimal assignment is referred to the assignment which is sensible and rational; and most likely the correct assignment. This is because the spatial distance contributing to determining the OSPAT assignment ignores tracks which are not paired with other tracks in cases where this is applicable. Finally, the OSPAT assignment does not properly consider missed tracks, false tracks and track estimation error (caused by miss detection and/or clutter) as found in many MTT algorithms [10] - [16] . Indeed, it only considers either missed tracks or false tracks but not both if the two sets have different numbers of tracks. In the case of the same number of tracks for both sets, the OSPAT assignment does not consider missed tracks or false tracks or both. In other words, the OSPAT assignment implicitly assumes there are no missing or false tracks.
In order to address these restrictions, we propose a new metric to measure the distance between two finite sets of tracks. We use the same underlying principles as the OSPA metric, that is to incorporate the cardinality distance and the spatial distance at each time index. In addition, the new metric also makes use of the assignment between tracks across two finite sets of tracks. It also accounts for MTT track maintenance (initiation, termination, false and missing tracks) by including these into the computation of the spatial distance between a set of estimated tracks and the set of truth tracks. The formulae and performance results of the new metric were initially published in brief form in [17] . This paper properly details the new metric and studies its performance including comparison with other MTT metrics, on several example problems.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II formulates the problem. The main contribution of this paper is contained in Section III where the OSPAMT metric is fully developed. Section IV-B studies the performance of the OSPAMT metric via a number of illustrative example scenarios and compares OSPAMT with OSPA and OSPAT. For convenience brief summaries of OSPA and OSPAT are presented in Appendix B and C). Section IV-C presents numerical studies to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed metric and compares this with the other two metrics. Concluding remarks and suggestions for future work are given in section V
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let T = {1, 2, . . . , T } where T is the number of scans. A track i (i ∈ N = {1, 2, . . .}), denoted by τ i , is defined as a vector (of sets)
wherex t = ∅ if target i does not exist at time t ∈ T or x t = {x t } if target i exists at time t and generates state x t ∈ X ⊆ R nx where n x is the dimension of the target state. Denote the state of track i at time t (t ∈ T ) as τ i (t) =x t . If target i appears at time t 0 and disappear at time t 1 then the states of the track are τ i (t) = ∅ for all t < t 0 and t ≥ t 1 . For the purpose of calculating the metric, all components of x ∈ R nx are assumed to be appropriately scaled to deal with different units of measure.
is a collection of all singletons and the empty set. Denote a finite collection of tracks by
Denote the space of finite sets of tracks defined in (2) and an empty set as
For ω ∈ Ω, if ω = {τ 1 , . . . , τ n } = ∅ where τ i is given in (1) for i = 1, . . . , n, then denote a track in ω by τ ω i = τ i . Our purpose is to define a metric on Ω which is a function d : Ω × Ω → R + = [0, ∞) which satisfies the following conditions for all ω, ω , ω * ∈ Ω 1) (identity) d(ω, ω ) = 0 if and only if ω = ω 2) (symmetry)
Note that a function on Ω×Ω → R + = [0, ∞) that satisfies all axioms for a metric with the exception of the symmetry property is called a quasimetric.
For the remainder of this paper we denote ω, ω as a set of truth tracks and estimated tracks respectively.
III. OPTIMAL SUBPATTERN ASSIGNMENT FOR MULTIPLE
TRACKS METRIC (OSPAMT METRIC) In this section, we illustrate, via examples, the properties we would expect to see in a practically useful metric for MTT algorithms and show that the OSPAMT metric fulfills these requirements. The metric must measure many situations which occur very often in MTT problems including estimated tracks broken into multiple disconnected sections as shown in Figure  ( Figure (1c ). Note that a missing track is a truth track which is not close to any estimated track; a missing state is a state of a truth track which is not close to any state of any estimated tracks; and a false track is an estimated track (from a set of the estimated track) which does not close to any truth tracks. The metric also needs to be sensitive to the number of false tracks and missing tracks, which means the metric for MTT must tell us that the set of the estimated tracks in Figure (1d) is better than the set of the estimated tracks in Figure ( 1c) but worse than that in Figure (1a) .
The OSPAMT metric is a mathematical distance measure between an set of estimated tracks and a set of truth tracks and it successfully deals with all of the situations in Figure  1 and provides an intuitively correct performance comparison (see detail in section III-A). The process of calculating the OSPAMT metric also produces the matching assignments across these two sets, the identities of the missing tracks and the false tracks and the distance between these two sets at each point in time. 
A. Development of OSPAMT metric
Consider two finite sets of tracks ω and ω . An Assignments from ω to ω are determined to be the sum of localization errors (localization error is capped at a preselected maximum or cut-off value c) and cardinality errors at each time index. The OSPAMT metric is the smallest sum over all assignments. The assignment here can be many to one so the localization error between each extra assigned track at each time index is charged with the preselected penalty ∆ (∆ > 0) if there is more than one track in ω assigned to a track in ω. All unassigned tracks in ω and ω and extra lengths of assigned tracks at each time index each are charged with c. Furthermore each extra length of assigned tracks is also charged with penalty ∆ as an extra if that track is an extra track in ω assigned to a track in ω.
A many-to-one assignments from ω to ω described above can be explained as follows.
Definition 1 (Assignment from ω to ω) Given ω, ω ∈ Ω. Let L ω = {1, . . . , |ω|} and L ω = {1, . . . , |ω |} be the collections of all track indices in ω and in ω respectively.
is a collection of all functions from L ω to L ω 0 such that any track in ω and its associated tracks have at least one common time index, i.e.
Any element in M(L ω , L ω 0 ) is called an assignment from ω to ω and denoted by λ− − → ω ω or λ if there is no ambiguity.
Condition (3) means that an estimated target j may be an estimated target of a true target i if they both exists for at least one common time index.
Similarly, an element in λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) is defined in the same way as Definition 1.
Allowing many tracks in ω to be assigned to a track in ω in each λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) captures the situation where the MTT algorithm produces some separate estimated tracks instead of an estimated track of a truth track due to miss-detection and/or clutter (e.g. scenarios in Figures (1a) and (1b)).
Element 0 in set L ω 0 is introduced to capture false tracks in ω if they exist by assigning to 0 (e.g. scenario in Figure  (1d) ).
If a track in ω is not assigned to any tracks in ω , then that track is a missed track (e.g. scenario in Figure (1b) ).
Similar to the OSPA metric (summary in Appendix B) ,let p (1 ≤ p < ∞) be the order parameter which penalizes the spatial distance between a track in ω and any of its associated tracks in ω at each time index. Let c > 0 be the cutoff parameter. In order to distinguish between one-to-one assignment and many-to-one assignment, we introduce ∆ (0 < ∆ ≤ c), called the assignment parameter. Note that ∆ must be positive and is explained later. This assignment parameter is usually chosen very small if there is miss-detection or low probability-ofdetection otherwise ∆ is chosen large if there is no missdetection or a high probability-of-detection.
Normalization of an MTT metric is an important term to ensure reliable measurement when one of the two sets ω or ω is larger in cardinality. We follow a similar approach to that used in the OSPA metric. The normalization is the number of distances between two sets of tracks. In order to find this number, we need to sum all of the distances between these two sets at all time indices, as explained below.
Let n ω t and n ω t be the number of existing targets at time t in ω and ω respectively. Then the number of distances at time t between ω and ω , denoted n t , is the maximum number of targets in ω and ω at time t (similar to the OSPA metric). Thus the number of distances between ω and ω , denoted by n, is the sum of all numbers of distances between ω and ω from time 1 to T . Mathematically,
Note that |τ (t)| = 1 if track τ exists at time t and |τ (t)| = 0 if track τ does not exists at time t.
Applying (4) to the example in Figure 1 , n ω t = n ω t = n t = 1 for all t = 1, 2, 3; for Figure ( As mentioned above for a many-to-one assignment, ∆ is added to each extra track in ω which is assigned to a track in ω. Consider the scenario in Figure (1b) where two tracks τ 1 and τ 2 are assigned to truth track τ 1 . If track τ 1 is an extra track assigned to truth track τ 1 , the length of this extra track is 3. If track τ 1 is an extra track assigned to truth track τ 1 , the length of this extra track is 2. Thus we add ∆ to each time an extra track exists and an order (defined below) between the many tracks in ω assigned to a track in ω plays an important role. Indeed, without the order, the total distances in Figure (1a) can be 3 + 2( + ∆) or 2 + 3( + ∆). If the orders are (τ 1 , τ 2 ) and (τ 2 , τ 1 ), the total distances are 3 + 2( + ∆) and 2 + 3( + ∆) respectively. Hence the notion of an order of assigned tracks at each time index is needed. The notions of the order of assigned tracks and the order of assigned track at each time index are now formally defined.
Definition 2 (Track Order given λ and i) Given λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ). For any i ∈ L ω . A track order given λ and i, denoted by π λ i , is the order of the tracks in ω which are assigned to track i in ω (note that λ roughly represents the mapping from ω to ω). Mathematically, it is defined as follows.
then π λ i = (k σ(1) , . . . , k σ(li) ) where σ ∈ Π li where Π k denotes the set of permutations on {1, 2, ..., k} for any positive integer k.
To compute the distance between ω and ω , it is also important to know the track order given λ and i at each time index. Hence the following definition will explain the meaning of track order given λ and i at each time index.
Definition 3 (Track Order given λ and i at t) Given λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) and π λ i . Similar to the definition of a track order given λ and i, a track order given λ and i at time t, denoted by π λ i,t , has the same order of the tracks given λ and i except from deleting the tracks which do not exist at time t. Mathematically, it is defined as follows.
In order to denote a component of π λ i or π λ i,t , we assume that
Then the assigned track at the sth order in (5) 
Similarly, if (6) holds at time t, the assigned track at the hth order in (6) 
. A track order given λ, denoted by π λ , is a vector of |ω| (ω = ∅) elements whose element is π λ i for i ∈ L ω . Mathematically, it is defined as follows.
π λ = (π λ 1 , . . . , π λ |ω| ).
Hence we also define Π λ |ω| = {π λ defined in (7): each π λ i defined in Definition 2}
as a collection of all permutations of π λ i (i ∈ L ω ). We are now in a position to formally define the distance from ω to ω (ω = ∅) conditioned on λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) as follows.
Definition 5 (Directional distance given λ) Given the order parameter p (1 ≤ p < ∞), the cutoff parameter c, and λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ). Let 0 < ∆ < c. The distance from ω to ω(ω, ω = ∅) conditioned on λ is the minimum distance of all distances of all permutations of track orders given λ of many-to-one assignments and is defined as (ω, ω = ∅ is discussed later).
and
Remarks 1 The arrow above the pair (ω , ω) in Definition 5,
, represents a mapping from ω to ω, i.e. more than one track in ω can be assigned to a track in ω.
Equation (9) represents the distance between two sets of tracks at a time index t. The first term on the RHS of (9) represents the total of all spatial distances (or local error) across two sets of tracks at time t. The symbol d ∆,λ,π λ c,p,t (τ ω i , ω ) is a distance between a track i in ω and a set of tracks ω at time t and is defined in (11) . The first line of (11) means that at time t the distance between a track i and a set of tracks
The first term on the second line of (11) is the distance between track i and its first assigned track among the order of assigned tracks existing at time t if both tracks exist (this distance is defined in the first line of (12)) and 0 if either track i does not exist at time t or none of tracks assigned to i exists at time t (it is defined in the second line of (12)). The second term of the second line, ∆ p , is included if the first track exists at time t is not the first track among ordered tracks assigned to track i.
The second term of (9), s Card,λ c,p,t,∆ (ω), represents the cardinality error between these two sets of tracks at time t. Note that the parameter of s Card,λ c,p,t,∆ (·) is in codomain ω in the mapping from ω to ω, because the number of extra targets in ω at time t is explained in n t andn λ t,i . The first term of (10) is the total of cardinality errors for extra states from extra tracks assigned to a truth track at time t. While the term under the sum, |τ ω
, is the cardinality error at time t for the extra states assigned to the state of target i. The termn λ t,i −1 represent the number of tracks in ω assigned to track i minus the first track which is used to calculate the spatial distance between that first track and track i at time t. The cardinality error,∆ p + c p , is the sum of ∆ p and c p if there is more than one track in ω assigned to track i at time t. That is, the number of the existing assigned targets at time t is larger than one, i.e.n λ t,i > 1. The second term of (10) represents the cardinality errors of missing tracks or false tracks or missing states or false states. The termn λ t,i |τ ω i (t)| represents the number of distances at time t that are used in (11) and in the first term of (10) Remarks 2 By (10)- (11) , there are n t terms on the right hand side of (9) and all terms are smaller than or equal to c p +∆ p .
Example 1: Applying (9) to the example in Figure 1 . Choose c < β.
• For Figure (1a) and (1b). Let λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) such that λ(1) = λ(2) = 1, π λ (1) = (1, 2) . Then for t = 4, 5 and j = 1, 2, 3,d ∆,λ,π λ c,p,j ( Fig.(1b) .
• For Figure (1d) . Let λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) such that λ(1) = 1, π λ (1) = 1. Then for t = 4, 5 and j = 1, 2, 3
Definition 6 (Quasi-OSPAMT Metric) Given the order parameter p (1 ≤ p < ∞) and the cutoff parameter c. Let
Note that if ∆ = 0 then the distance (14) violates the identity property. (13) is less than or equal to the cutoff parameter c.
The distance from ω to ω in Definition 6 is called the Quasi-OSPAMT because it is a quasimetric. It can be useful for MTT problems when the tracker estimates a truth track as many broken tracks (see Figure (1a) and (1b) ). Identifying pairs of
tracks across two sets of tracks is also important because it tells us which one is assigned to which. Similarly, the tracks, which are not assigned to any track, can be identified as missing tracks if they are from the set of truth track (ω) and as false tracks if they are from the set of the estimated track (ω ). In order to identify them, the quasi-OSPAMT assignment is defined as follows Definition 7 (Quasi-OSPAMT Assignment) Given the order parameter p (1 ≤ p < ∞) and the cutoff parameter c.
Let 0 < ∆ < c. For ω, ω = ∅, the quasi-OSPAMT assignment is a mapping λ * (from tracks in ω to tracks in ω if ω, ω = ∅) which is defined as (13) is equal to the cutoff parameter and ω, ω = ∅, all tracks in ω are false tracks and all tracks in ω are missing track. In this case, the user can choose the new cutoff parameter which is larger than the previous cutoff parameter.
The quasi-OSPAMT metric will not be reliable for evaluating MTT algorithms. Assume that two different trackers have two different results in Figures 2 and 3 . The quasi-OSPAMT metric from ω to ω for the scenarios in Figures 2 and 3 is (3 + 2c)/5 even though the scenario in Figure 3 is clearly much worse than scenario in Figure 2 . Hence a distance which also satisfies the symmetric property of metrics is necessary for reliable performance evaluation of MTT algorithms. When symmetry is included, the distance between ω and ω is called the OSPAMT metric and is defined as follows. 
The distance in (15) is a metric. The proof is presented in Appendix A-A. The OSPA metric in [8] is (15) when T = 1 because by (9) a many-to-one mapping gives a larger distance than a one-to-one mapping. Using the OSPAMT metric in Definition 8 for the scenarios in Figures 2 and 3 with + ∆ < c, we can conclude that the scenario in Figure  3 is much worse than the scenario in Figure 2 In MTT applications the situation of more than one truth track being assigned to an estimated track is not practical. In such a scenario, the estimated track must have been considered as more than two estimated tracks. In order to avoid this scenario, we must find a way to check whether the estimated track can be potentially a combination of many estimated tracks (see Figure 2 ). If this happens, a method of identify and solving this situation is needed for reliable evaluation. Take the examples in Figures 3. If we can identify the estimated track τ 1 which is assigned to many truth tracks, we can break this estimated into many tracks. In order to do this, the optimal assignment obtained from the process of calculating the OSPAMT metric (i.e.λ) is the OSPAMT assignment which is defined below.
Definition 9 (OSPAMT Assignment) Given the order parameter p (1 ≤ p < ∞) and the cutoff parameter c. Let 0 < ∆ < c. For ω, ω = ∅, the OSPAMT assignment is a mapping λ * (between tracks in ω and tracks in ω ) which is defined as arg min min
As discussed above, the OSPAMT distances for Remarks 5 For improved performance evaluation we calculate the quasi-OSPAMT distances from ω to ω . If the quasi-OSPAMT assignment from ω to ω is many-to-one, then we can split all estimated tracks which are assigned to more than one truth track, until the quasi-OSPAMT assignment (after splitting) is one-to-one. Then the OSPAMT metric and assignment will be optimal (see Figure 2 and Figure 4 after the scenario in Figure 2 is split).
Computation of the OSPAMT assignment can be carried out using the following (not necessarily the most computationally efficient) algorithm.
Remarks 6 (Steps for computing the OSPAMT Metric)
Steps for computing the OSPAMT Metric:
• Find a one-to-one optimal assignment between ω to ω by using Hungarian method [?] with the cost function (13). • Then add false tracks from ω to the current optimal one-to-one assignment to find a many-to-one assignment whose quasi-OSPAMT from ω to ω is smallest among other many-to-one assignments and smaller than that for the current optimal one-to-one assignment with the cost function (13) . Then we obtain the quasi-OSPAMT from ω to ω. • Similarly, add missing track from ω to the current optimal one-to-one assignment to find many-to-one assignment whose quasi-OSPAMT from ω to ω is smallest among other many-to-one assignments and smaller than that for the current optimal one-to-one assignment with the cost function (13) . Then we obtain the quasi-OSPAMT from ω to ω . • If the quasi-OSPAMT assignment from ω to ω is manyto-one, splitting the estimated tracks whose preimage (or inverse image) is a set with more than one element. After splitting, the OSPAMT metric is the minimum distance between two quasi-OSPAMT metrics (the quasi-OSPAMT metric from ω to ω after splitting and the quasi-OSPAMT metric from ω to ω). Hence, we also obtain the OSPAMT assignment and the OSPAMT metric and etc.
In the remaining of this section, we will find the OSPAMT metric at each time index; the OSPAMT cardinality error and localization error; and the OSPAMT cardinality error and localization error at each time index. Assume that we find OSPAMT assignment λ * from (16) . To avoid to distinguish whether λ is a mapping from ω to ω or reverse. We denote
where π λ * is given in (7) andn λ * t,i is the number of targets at time t in ω • assigned to target i in ω * .
The OSPAMT metric also gives the distance between the two sets of tracks ω and ω at any time Definition 10 (OSPAMT distance at time t) Given the order parameter p (1 ≤ p < ∞) and the cutoff parameter c. Let 0 < ∆ < c. The distance between ω and ω at time t, denoted by d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω ), is
whered ∆,λ * ,π * λ * c,p,t ( − −−− → ω • , ω * ) is given in (9) .
Note that distance in (18) is not a metric.
The OSPAMT metric can be broken into OSPAMT cardinality error and localization error as described in the following definition. OSPAMT localization error also describes the closeness between estimated tracks and their truth tracks in the matched associations. 
respectively where d ∆,λ * ,π * λ * c,p,t (τ ω * i , ω • ) is given in (11) and s Card,λ * c,p,t,∆ (ω * ) is given in (10) .
OSPAMT cardinality error can be calculated at a particular time index. Similarly, the localization error can be calculated at a particular time index. These errors are easy to plot for comparison at each time index.
Definition 12 (OSPAMT Card and Loc error at time t)
The OSPAMT cardinality error and the OSPAMT localization error between ω and ω at time t are
respectively.
Note that the localization error in (22) differs from the one in the OSPA metric in the sense that it considers many-toone assignments. Thus the localization error in (22) may be either larger than the one in the OSPA metric because of the term ∆ p in (11) ; or smaller than the one in the OSPA metric because of (11), d ∆,λ * ,π * λ * c,p,t (τ ω * i , ω • ) = 0 if at time t target i is not assigned to any target in ω • even if the distance between target i and a target j in ω • is the smallest. This is because the cardinality error will be calculated in (10) for this case at those time indices. By (10), the cardinality error (21) is always larger than or equal to the cardinality error in the OSPA metric (See Figure 12 for explanation).
We now calculate the OSPAMT metric for the scenario in Figure ( Figure (1a) . Choose c. We have four different possibilities which contribute to the calculation of the OSPAMT distance between ω and ω such as λ, λ , λ * ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) where λ(1) = λ(2) = 1, π λ (1) = (1, 2), γ λ (1) = (2, 1), λ (2) = 1, λ (1) = 0 and λ * (1) = 1, λ * (2) = 0 where π λ 1 and γ λ 1 are different order of track indices in ω assigned to track 1 in ω. By (8), we haved ∆,λ c,p (
It is clear that
From this example, we see that different choices of ∆ result in different OSPAMT assignments. The following section will discuss the choice of c and ∆.
B. Choice of c and ∆
In reality, the choice of c and ∆ may result in different OSPAMT assignment (see Figure (1a) ) and the discussion in Example 2) and also depends on the problem. Thus checking the OSPAMT assignment is advisable to ensure that the OSPAMT assignment accords with the optimal assignment. This situation is similar to other metrics.
IV. EVALUATION OF OSPAMT METRIC
In this section, the properties of the OSPAMT metric will be evaluated on several examples. We also discuss the OSPA (summarized in Appendix B) and OSPAT metric (summarized in Appendix C) on the same examples.
A. Simplistic interpretation of OSPA, OSPAT and OSPAMT metrics between two finite sets of tracks
• The OSPA metric is the minimum sum of distance between two tracks across two finite sets of tracks at each time, adding the penalty c for each extra track at each time where each distance between tracks is penalized with the same c if this distance is larger than c. • The OSPAT metric is the OSPA metric at each time with the requirement that the tracks are augmented with labels and an added penalty α for each distance between two labeled tracks with the different labels. • The OSPAMT metric is the OSPA metric with additions that penalizes changes in assignments of tracks to truth over time without having to add any label distance. As the OSPAMT allows multiple tracks in one set to be assigned to a track in another set, the penalty applies to assigned tracks except the closest assigned track at each time.
B. Analysis of OSPAMT metric via scenarios
Let p = p and 0 < ∆ = α < c where α is in (35). From now on, [τ 1 ↔ (τ 1 , τ 2 )] means that tracks τ 1 and τ 2 in ω are assigned to track τ 1 . Similarly, [(τ 1 , τ 2 ) ↔ ∅] means that τ 1 and τ 2 are assigned to 0 or are not assigned to any track in ω .
1) Reliability of OSPAMT metric
Consider the scenarios in Figure 5 where and η ( < η β) are the distances between the indicated target states. Without loss of generality, let , η < c. Obviously, the algorithm that produced ω (i.e. the scenario in Figure (5b) ) is better than the algorithm that produced ω (i.e. the scenario in Figure (5a) ). Although the OSPAT and OSPAMT metrics have the same optimal assignment, only the OSPAMT metric comes to this conclusion, while the OSPAT metric comes to various conclusions depending on the value of α. That is, the algorithm that produced ω is better than the algorithm that produced ω if p √ α p + p ≤ η otherwise it is worse than the algorithm that produced ω (see Table I ). The OSPA metric comes to a different conclusion, that is, the algorithm that produced ω is always better than the algorithm that produced ω (see Table I ).
Note that the OSPA metric is generally not applicable for the comparison between two finite sets of tracks because it measures the distance between two finite sets of states at each time regardless of which track a state belongs to. Clearly, ω is a better estimate of ω than ω . This is also the conclusion of OSPAMT distance 
The metric producing the smallest distance may not be the best metric. Indeed, by Table I for the scenario in Figure (5a) , the OSPA metric has the smallest distance when compared to the other two metrics but it does not evaluate the scenario in Figures (5a) and (5b) correctly because it does not consider which state belongs to which track. On the other hand, the metric producing the largest distance may not be the worst metric. Indeed, by Table I for the scenario in Figure (5a) , the OSPAMT metric at time 1 has the largest distance compared to the other two metrics but its OSPAMT metric interprets the two scenarios in Figure 5 correctly as discussed earlier.
2) Coherence of OSPAMT assignment The OSPAMT assignment contributes to the computation of the OSPAMT metric, whereas the OSPAT assignment plays no role in the computation of the OSPAT metric by (8) and (15) . By Table I , the OSPAMT assignment is also the OSPAMT assignment at any time t = 1, 2, 3 while the OSPAT assignment is not the OSPAT assignment at t = 1 for computation of the OSPAT metric at t = 1. This can also be seen in Table II for the scenario in Figure (1a) where at time 1 and 5 the OSPAT assignments for computation of the OSPAT metrics differ.
Consideration of many-to-one assignments helps the OSPAMT metric to obtain the optimal assignment. Indeed, take the scenario in Figure (1a) for example, the OSPAMT assignments are the optimal assignments while the OSPAT Table II : Optimal Assignment at t = 1, 5 of Figure (1a 
metric which only considers one-to-one assignment gives the suboptimal assignments when compared to the optimal assignments. Furthermore, allowing more than one track assigned to a track at any time index also allows the OSPAMT assignment to achieve the optimal assignment such as shown in the scenario in Figure (1a) . If we do not allow more than one track to be assigned to a track at any time, [τ 1 ↔ τ 1 , τ 2 ↔ ∅] is not the optimal assignment for this scenario and is the OSPAT assignment. For the OSPAT metric, the computation of the one-to-one assignment leads to certain problems resulting in an incorrect optimal assignment (compared to the optimal assignment). It can be seen in scenarios in Figure 1 (see Appendix D-A for more information about the properties of the OSPAT assignment). Indeed, the OSPAT assignments for the scenario in Figures (1a) 
respectively. However, these OSPAT assignments are not the optimal assignments for the corresponding scenarios.
Allowing track indices assigned to 0 also helps to achieve the optimal assignment. Take the scenarios in Figures (1c) and (1d) as examples, the OSPAMT assignment which considers track-to-0 assignment represents the optimal assignment ([τ 1 ↔ ∅, τ 1 ↔ ∅] and [τ 1 ↔ τ 1 , τ 2 ↔ ∅] are the OSPAMT for the scenarios in Figures (1c) and 1 respectively because of λ ∈ M(L ω , L ω 0 ) such that λ(1) = 0 and λ(2) = 0 for the scenarios in Figures (1c) and (1) respectively). While the OSPAT assignment which does not consider track-to-0 assignment is [τ 1 ↔ τ 1 ] the scenario in Figure ( 1c) (i.e. track τ 1 is the estimate of the truth track τ 1 ) but not the optimal assignment.
The property that two tracks from two finite sets of tracks cannot be assigned to each other without any common existing time helps the OSPAMT assignment to obtain the optimal assignment (see Figure 6 ). However, the OSPAT assignment always assigns all tracks in a set to all tracks in the other set if the two sets have the same number of tracks regardless of the existence of missing or false tracks (see Figure 6 ). The optimal assignment represents the physical matching between truth tracks and tracks generated by an MTT algorithm, false tracks generated by false alarm; and missing tracks caused by low probability of detection. This is the case for OSPAMT assignment but may not be the case for the OSPAT assignment. The OSPAMT assignments shown in scenarios in Figure 1 are the optimal assignments as discussed above. Indeed, tracks assigned to a truth track i are estimates of the truth track i, tracks assigned to 0 are false tracks, and truth tracks not assigned to tracks are missed tracks. However, the OSPAT assignment is not the optimal assignment for Figures (1a) , (1b), and (1c). Specifically, for the Figure (1a) , intuitively the track τ 1 is the estimate of truth track τ 1 along with track τ 2 but it is a false track by the OSPAT assignment. For Figure  (1b) , intuitively track τ 1 is the estimate of truth track τ 1 along with track τ 2 ; and tracks τ 2 is missed track. However, by the OSPAT assignment τ 1 is the estimate of the truth track τ 1 ; track τ 2 is the missed track. For the Figure (1c) , intuitively track τ 1 is a false track and τ 1 is a missed track. However, track τ 1 is the estimate of τ 1 by the OSPAT assignment.
3) Unreliability of the OSPAMT metric at time t The OSPAMT metric on the space of finite sets of tracks reliably evaluates the distance between two finite sets of tracks. However, the OSPAMT distance at each time index between two finite sets of tracks does not evaluate the distance between two finite sets of tracks reliably. Similarly, the OSPAT metric does not also evaluate the distance between two finite sets of tracks reliably. This is because the OSPAMT distance at each time index and the OSPAT metric are calculated in a similar way as the OSPA metric. Indeed, the scenario in Figure (7a) is intuitively better than the other scenario in Figure (7b) because ω b in this scenario has more false tracks than the one in Figure  (7a) . Figure 7 : Intuitively, ω a is a better estimate of ω than ω b because ω b has more false tracks than ω a . This is also the conclusion of the OSPAMT metric since d ∆ c,p (ω, ω a ) = p ( p + c p )/2 < p ( p + 2c p )/3 = d ∆ c,p (ω, ω b ) even the OSPAMT distances at time t (for all t = 1, . . . , 4) between ω and ω a and between ω and ω b are the same (i.e. d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω a ) = d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω b ) for all t = 1, . . . , 4). This is the case for the OSPAMT distance (d ∆ c,p (ω, ω a ) = p ( p + c p )/2 < p ( p + 2c p )/3 = d ∆ c,p (ω, ω b )) but not the case for OSPAMT distance at any time t = 1, . . . , 4 by Table III (i.e. d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω a ) = d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω b ) for t = 1, . . . , 4). By Table III , the OSPAT distance is also not reliable in evaluating the distance between two finite sets of tracks because D α,t c,p (ω, ω a ) = d ∆,t c,p (ω, ω b ) for all t = 1, . . . , 4.
C. Experiments
In order to illustrate application of the OSPAMT metric to evaluate an MTT algorithm, we use the same result and analysis which was published in [17] . In this section, the OSPAMT metric is demonstrated using the two scenarios of the multi-target tracking application in [14] where 38 targets are plotted in Figure 8 . The first scenario considers the (accurately) estimated tracks (38 targets) of the ground truth tracks where the number of targets are estimated correctly apart from time 36 (see Figure 9 ) while the second scenario involves the poorly estimated tracks (27 targets) of the ground truth tracks where the number of targets are estimated poorly at any time index (see Figure 10 ). In both examples, we compare the distances between the OSPA metric [8] , the OSPAT metric [1] and the proposed OSPAMT metric. In both scenarios, we chose c = 80, ∆ = α = 10. The distances in these scenarios using the three metrics are calculated and plotted in Figures 11 and 13 . In both scenarios, the OSPA metric and OSPAT metric have the same results because there is no mislabeling in these scenarios. This is because both of these metrics calculate the minimum distance between states across two finite sets of tracks at each time index regardless of which tracks these states belong to. For the proposed OSPAMT metric, the distance between the associated tracks at each time index is calculated so when two states of a pair of associated tracks are far from each other, the distance is large. It can be seen at time t = 11 and the period from t = 26 to t = 41 in Figure 13 , the proposed OSPAMT metric has larger error than the other two metrics. When the tracks are estimated accurately, the three metrics have the same results (see Figures  11 and 12 ) because there are no missed tracks and the number of estimated tracks equals the number of ground truth tracks. However, when the number of estimated tracks is different from that of ground truth tracks, the OSPA and OSPAT metric are the same because they compute the distances of targets between two finite sets at each time without considering false tracks and missed tracks while the OSPAMT takes into account the false tracks and missed tracks (see Figures 13 and 14) . As a result, at a time index where there exist missed tracks or false tracks, the OSPAMT distance is higher than the OSPA metric while the OSPAT is the same as the OSPA metric (note that there is no mislabeling in this scenario). Indeed, from Figure  14 , it can be seen that from time 7 to 13 the OSPAMT metric is larger in the cardinality error than the other two metrics but smaller in localization error than the other two metrics. This is because distances between all target states and the ground truth states are considered in the other two metrics even though some of the states are from false tracks while the OSPAMT metric distinguishes the false tracks, missed tracks and estimated tracks. Furthermore, in the period from time t = 26 to time t = 41 apart from time t = 38, the OSPAMT may be larger in the localization error than the other two metrics and is larger in the cardinality error than the other two metrics because the OSPAMT assignment is many-to-one, i.e. some tracks are the estimates of a ground truth track (see the paragraph after (22) for explanation). 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper derives a new metric for evaluating the performance of MTT algorithms. The new OSPAMT metric, overcomes all identified limitations of existing MTT metrics. The new metric accounts for the diverse error mechanisms of MTT algorithms such missed detections (by allowing multiple tracks to be assigned to a track), missed tracks(by not assigning some truth tracks to any track), false tracks( by assigning some tracks to 0), and also the number of targets at any time. Moreover, with a suitable choice of c and ∆ the new metric yields the optimal assignment between a finite set of truth tracks and a finite set of estimated tracks obtained from an MTT algorithm. It also produces the distance between these two sets at each time.
The proposed OSPAMT metric has three parameters p, ∆ and c (p ∈ [1, ∞), c > 0, 0 < ∆ ≤ c) which are adjustable and problem dependent. The parameters p and c follow the same meaningful interpretation of the OSPA metric [8] as the outlier sensitivity penalty and cardinality error, and ∆ penalizes the case when many tracks assigned to a truth track or the reverse. For applications, if it is important to estimate the number of tracks correctly, we choose a large value of c and small value of ∆. If the exact position of tracks is important and the cardinality error is disregarded, c and ∆ should be small. However, no matter which of these three parameters are chosen, checking the satisfaction of the assignment between estimated tracks and truth tracks is advisable.
Different choices of c and ∆ lead to different assignments and different distances so the choice of suitable c and ∆ is under further investigation.
APPENDIX D LIMITATIONS OF OSPAT
In this Appendix we discuss certain limitations of the OSPAT metric presented in Appendix C. Firstly, in Appendix D-A, we show that OSPAT assignment (28) which helps to relabel/label tracks is unreliable. Secondly, the OSPAT metric is unreliable for performance evaluation of MTT algorithms and is shown in Appendix D-B. Finally, the most important issue is that the OSPAT metric (33) is not incompatibility of the metric definition and is presented in Appendix D-C.
A. Unreliability of the OSPAT assignment
The OSPAT assignment plays an important role in the OSPAT metric because it is used to label tracks (or rename labels of labeled track). However, it can be inconsistent and unreliable. Take the scenarios in Figures 1 and 6 . The OSPAT assignments for these scenarios are not the optimal assignments as discussed in section IV-B2. Similarly, for the scenario in Figure 15 , [τ 2 ↔ τ 1 , τ 3 ↔ τ 2 ] is the OSPAT assignment but clearly this is the worst among the one-to-one assignments shown in Figure 15 . Figure 15 : ω = {τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 }, ω = {τ 1 , τ 2 }. Obviously, [τ 1 ↔ (τ 1 , τ 2 )] is the optimal assignment. However, the OSPAT assignment is [τ 2 ↔ τ 1 , τ 3 ↔ τ 2 ].
The cause of the unreliability of the OSPAT is that the distance at any time t in (25) is inconsistent with the number of targets in two sets of tracks at that time. The inconsistences happen because it does not take into account the unassigned tracks from a set with a larger number of tracks at that time. That is, the distances in (25) with different assignments have different numbers of distances. Take Figure 15 as an example. If an assignment λ is chosen such that λ(1) = 1 and λ(2) = 3, then D c,λ 6 (ω, ω ) = d c (τ ω 1 (6), τ ω 1 (6)) + d c (τ ω 2 (6), τ ω 2 (6)) = 2c which is the sum of two distances where d c (·, ·) is defined in (26). However, if λ is chosen such that λ(2) = 1 and λ(1) = 2, then D c,λ 6 (ω, ω ) = d c (τ ω 1 (6), τ ω 2 (6)) = which includes only one distance. In fact, there is only one distance at time 6 between ω and ω because each set has only one exiting target. This inconsistency may result in the assignment [τ 1 ↔ τ 2 ;τ 2 ↔ τ 1 ] as the OSPAT assignment for Figure 15 which is not the optimal assignment.
B. Unreliability of the OSPAT metric
The unreliability of the OSPAT metric happens because it does not measure the distance between two sets of tracks. Instead, it actually measures the distance between two sets of tracks at each point in time. Thus it is incompatible for measuring two sets of tracks when the OSPAT distances at time t between ω and ω, D α,t c,p (ω, ω ) and between ω and ω, D α,t c,p (ω, ω ), are different for all t = 1, . . . , T . When two estimated track is better than the other, the OSPAT metric also give the wrong conclusion which is the two estimated track ω and ω are equal. This is because D α,t c,p (ω, ω ) = D α,t c,p (ω, ω ) for all t = 1, . . . , T . Indeed, consider the case when the OSPAT assignment is the optimal assignment such as the scenarios in Figure 7 . By Table III , both scenarios in Figures (7a) and (7b) are the same when using the OSPAT metric but clearly the scenario in Figure (7a) is better than the scenario in Figure (7b) . Similarly, take Figure 5 as an example where we need to evaluate the performance of the two sets of tracks ω and ω with the set of the truth tracks ω (ω and ω obtained from two different MTT algorithms). Clearly, ω is always a better estimate of ω than ω . However, as discussed in Section IV-B, the OSPAT metric gives different conclusion depending on the choice of α.
A further unreliability of the OSPA metric is caused by the OSPAT assignment. This is because the OSPAT metric includes the labeling errors where the labels are added depending on the OSPAT assignment. When the OSPAT assignment is not the optimal assignment, the OSPAT metric is unreliable. Consider Figure 16 where the scenario in Figure (16a) is clearly better than the scenario in Figure (16b) . However, the OSPAT metric concludes that the two scenarios are the same by Table IV. This is because at time 3 and 4, τ 3 (from ω a ) and τ 2 have different labels; and labels of τ 1 (from ω b ) and τ 2 are different. These labels result from the OSPAT assignment ([τ 1 ↔ τ 1 , τ 2 ↔ τ 2 ]) for these scenarios in Figure 16 .
C. Incompatibility with the metric definition
The OSPAT metric is not the distance measure between two sets of (labeled) tracks. Instead it is the distance between two sets of labeled states. If the states of the tracks include 
